UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND

GLOBAL DIRECT SALES, LLC,
PENOBSCOT INDIAN NATION,
CHRISTOPHER RUSSELL, and
RYAN HILL
Plaintiffs,
v.

Case No. 8:2008cv02468

AARON KROWNE, individually and d/b/a
THE MORTGAGE LENDER IMPLODE-O-METER,
and ML-IMPLODE.COM, KROWNE CONCEPTS,
INC., IMPLODE-EXPLODE HEAVY INDUSTRIES,
JUSTIN OWINGS, KRISTA RAILEY,
STREAMLINE MARKETING, INC., AND
LORENA LEGGETT
Defendants

Notice To the Court On New Evidence Of Plaintiffs' Fraud And Bad Faith Stance
March 20, 2012
Honorable Judge Deborah K. Chasanow
District Judge
Your Honor:
Attached herein please find sworn affidavit of journalist Teri Buhl and email evidence to which
this affidavit refers.
As the words of plaintiff Russell in this evidence make abundantly clear, his actions chiefly
arise out of malice in reaction to our daring to have criticized his Grant America scheme on our site,
which clearly sent him into a blind fury (culminating in this lawsuit). In his communications to Buhl,
as (per usual) he provides no demonstration of, or even theoretical argument for damages or injury to
his business arising from Defendants, and further, conceals from the press that the US Congress
independently acted to outlaw his scheme in July 2008  as if that were irrelevant to the present
controversy!
More damningly, Russell admits that he himself thought his own prior-restraint injunction
motion to squelch publication of the article had no more than a ten percent chance of prevailing. We
can hardly imagine a more blatant admission this motion was filed frivolously as to the merits, instead,
cynically serving as a cudgel against a less-well-funded defendant (in textbook SLAPP suit fashion).
This brings us to the matter of our Maryland Anti-SLAPP motion, which the court denied.
The primary grounds for that, according to Your Honor, was that bad faith had not been proven.

However, as this affidavit makes clear, bad faith was indeed motivating the Plaintiffs (as we suspected),
but Plaintiffs had merely concealed this fact from us and the court at the time (as one acting in bad faith
inevitably does).
We will also point out that one of the court's criticisms of our Maryland Anti-SLAPP motion
was that it was filed after so much time had elapsed. However, this was because all of our meager
resources were tied up fighting Plaintiffs' prior restraint injunction, which was not even heard until
November 4th, three months after the initial complaint was filed, and over a month after the Housing
And Economic Recovery Act passed by the US Congress forced Russell et al. to shut down Grant
America (which they cannot deny).
Now we see that this motion was a purely tactical abuse of process and violation of the trust of
the court, and sadly, achieved exactly its malevolent objectives: to cost us money (around $50,000),
run down the clock (which successfully irritated the court and resulted in at least some of the ire
being directed at us), and to throw up a smokescreen in general.
We could have used that money to actually defend this matter at trial, which we would gladly
do, but now operate with no purse (and in fact are in debt) and on a continual shoestring and cannot
afford litigation at all (hence our very unwelcome defaulted status)... thanks largely to Plaintiffs'
manipulative ruse.
We note that Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) seems to bear a high degree of relevance to
the current situation. FRCP 60(b) provides grounds for Relief from a Final Judgment, Order, or
Proceeding:
On motion and just terms, the court may relieve a party or its legal representative from a
final judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons:
(2) newly discovered evidence that, with reasonable diligence, could not have
been discovered in time to move for a new trial...
(3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or
misconduct by an opposing party...

This would seem to apply in the case of Defendants' Maryland Anti-SLAPP motion and the
Order to Deny that motion, in light of Russell's fraudulent actions and bad faith revealed by included
(and our previous) sworn submissions of his back-channel written comments.
However, now lacking representation due to economic duress (in large part thanks to Plaintiffs'
very actions), we cannot move for FRCP 60(b) relief, though we certainly think it would be
appropriate. We hope the court will nevertheless take the above on information, and act justly in some
manner within its discretion.
We further remind the court that this is an important suit regarding libel concerning a public
controversy against a media outlet, with the weight of public concern only increasing recently, since
schemes such as Plaintiffs' have placed the Federal Housing Authority in an increasingly perilous
financial position; see George Washington University Study Reveals FHAs Layered Risk Increases
Likelihood of Default, National Mortgage News, 11/14/11; Risk Rises for Housing Agency, The
Wall Street Journal, 11/11/11 (on Gyourko Wharton/Study on FHA's deteriorating finances, due to
legacy low/no downpayment/SFDPA loans); Will FHA be the next big government bailout? CNN
Money, 11/15/11; FHA May Be Next in Line for Huge Bailout, Bloomberg, 7/25/11.

Further, since this matter commenced, we were deemed the news media for purposes of
legally assigning journalistic protections (The Mortgage Specialists vs. Implode-Explode Heavy
Industries, Inc., New Hampshire Supreme Court, 2010).
Generally, the entry of a default judgment is not automatic, and the Court must satisfy itself as
to a legal and factual basis for the claim. Legal conclusions are not deemed admitted. Direct TV, Inc. v
Pepe, 431 F.3d 162, 165 (3rd Cir . 2005).
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 55 (b) (2) (A-D), concerning default judgments, states that the
Court may conduct hearings when, to effect a judgment, the Court needs to conduct an accounting,
determine the amount of damages, establish the truth of any allegation by evidence, or investigate any
other matter. A defendants default does not automatically entitle the plaintiff to entry of a default
judgment; rather that decision is left to the discretion of the court. Dow v. Jones, 232 F.Supp.2d 491,
494 (D.Md. 2002). Entry of a default judgment can only follow upon adequate proof of the cause of
action, and proof of damages. Defendant urges that this is particularly necessary in a suit for libel
against a media outlet, where there are no sum certain damages, and the primary proof is the evaluation
of the meaning of words. The Court must make sure that the judgment does not constitute a forbidden
intrusion on the field of free expression. Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1, 17 (1990), and
the cases cited therein.
In determining whether the cause of action has been proven, and damages established,
Defendant urges the Court to keep in mind clearly applicable points of law, and certain salient issues.
We cannot see how the included evidence would not call into question the factual basis for
Plaintiffs' claims, particularly myriad claims about extortion (made with no evidence presented),
which is of course simple-minded muck to hurl at any advertising-driven media. If something as
important as Plaintiffs' injunction was (evidently) a frivolous, bad faith action, it seems that any
impartial observer would have to conclude that Plaintiffs' myriad other prima facie baseless allegations
are merely being used as a further smokescreen / slander to attempt to impugn the Defendants'
character in the eyes of the court.
Even though Defendant has defaulted, because of the Public Controversy/First
Amendment/Free Press aspects of this case, the case must still be examined under the principles
affirmed in Milkovich v. Lorain Journal before a judgment can be arrived at. Defendant urges the Court
to hold an evidentiary hearing (including the present new evidence) before entering any judgment for
libel or defamation, requiring the Plaintiffs to prove all the elements of their causes of action, including
explanations of Plaintiffs' myriad on-their-face bad faith recorded statements, how the Plaintiffs
(having engaged in a now-outlawed scheme to profit from federal government loan guarantees) could
not be considered Public Figures, the falsity of any disputed statement, and whether any disputed
statement was fact or opinion, as well as proof of actual damages. Defendant requests that it be given
notice of that hearing, and that it may send CEO Krowne to attend, and be available to testify, if the
Court so wishes.
Respectfully,
[signed]
Aaron Krowne,
for Implode-Explode Heavy Industries, Inc.

5348 Vegas Drive #450
Las Vegas, NV 89108
Fax: (888) 978-3131
(Please CC all communications via fax)
Defendant
CC: Gary E. Mason
Whitfield Bryson & Mason LLP
1625 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Suite 605
Washington, DC 20036
Michael L. Braunstein
Kantrowitz, Goldhamer,
& Graifman, PC
747 Chestnut Ridge Road
Chestnut Ridge, NY 19077
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

From: Teri Buhl [mailto:teribuhl@yahoo.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 05, 2008 2:36 PM
To: CRussell@GlobalDirectSales.com
Subject: RE: Attorney

What was your lawyers name again? --- On Tue, 11/4/08, Chris Russell
<crussell@globaldirectsales.com> wrote:
From: Chris Russell <crussell@globaldirectsales.com> Subject: RE: your lawsuit To:
teribuhl@yahoo.com Date: Tuesday, November 4, 2008, 3:18 PM
I have no idea but that is not my intent. My intent is to be made whole from the damages that they caused
to me and my business. There was no good reason for this. They basically attacked a me, a stranger and
accused me of having perpetrated horrible crimes but then think they should not be held accountable for
their actions. It is pretty ironic that self professed “anarchists” like Krowne and Owens, run and hide
behind the First Amendment when someone attempts to hold them accountable for their irresponsible
actions. Furthermore, all they had to do was take down the story when we sent them the Cease and
Desist letter. Instead, they went out actively promoting the story, asking other forums and blog sites to
republish it and didn’t care that it was full of lies.
What I think will really bankrupt them, is if other victims start coming forward in large numbers and we
end up with a class action because I think they have been “reverse blackmailing” people into advertising
for some time now. Look at the few banner ads on their site. The only ones they have on their site are
companies that artificially bump your credit score for a fee and credit repair companies. How those
businesses are somehow more legitimate than DPA, I have no idea? I suspect those companies may have
just caved to the pressure, rather than risk getting trashed by them in a made up story.
Chris
From: Teri Buhl [mailto:teribuhl@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 04, 2008 1:07 PM
To: CRussell@GlobalDirectSales.com
Subject: RE: your lawsuit

I am following it still. Do you think this suit could bankrupt the site?
Sorry about the loss but your right that would be a hard first fight to win. --- On Tue, 11/4/08,
Chris Russell <crussell@globaldirectsales.com> wrote:
From: Chris Russell <crussell@globaldirectsales.com> Subject: RE: your lawsuit To:
teribuhl@yahoo.com Date: Tuesday, November 4, 2008, 12:51 PM
We are assessing the damages now, so I do not have a solid number yet but I expect it to be in the high six
figure range.
Regarding outcome, I want a full retraction and admission that many of the so-called “facts” of the story
were fabricated by the author. I also want an admission that the story was not published in error and that
it was only published in retaliation because I refused to advertise with them. If we decide to accept a
settlement from them, they will have to agree to blanket prohibition on publishing anything else about me
for a period of five years.
We lost our preliminary injunction hearing yesterday but I only gave us a 10% chance on it. Essentially,
the judge said that we had not been able to establish that I was being harmed any further by the story still
being actively posted. She basically said that the harm had already been done and it was out there

permanently anyway. Her ruling wasn’t a big surprise but I still hate losing.  Our next filings are due
on November 18.
If you are following this, I can send you a copy of the final draft at the same time it gets filed?
Sincerely,
Chris
From: Teri Buhl [mailto:teribuhl@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 04, 2008 12:30 PM
To: crussell@globaldirectsales.com
Subject: your lawsuit

Chris - beside trying to get the implode o meter publishing company to remove the story from
their site and cover your legal fees... what monetary libel payment are you expecting if you win?
Will you ask them to print a public apology or correction?
your thoughts,
Teri Buhl

